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Special Oracle Program:
The State of Nebraska has been accepted into the Development Direct program at Oracle for our
 EnterpriseOne 9.1 upgrade and implementation of Expense Management.  By being in this program
 it will allow us to have a more direct connection with the JDE development team in Denver.  Oracle
 will be able to assist us better with some of the challenges we may face during our project. 
 
Going forward there will be monthly calls with Oracle to discuss the project status and answer any
 questions we may have. This program is not a replacement for Oracle standard support processes
 and escalations nor a substitute for implementation consulting services.  This program does provide
 another layer of support to ensure the success of the project.
 
We’re on a roll!
So far the developers have completed 3,702 out of 4,188 items.  EnterpriseOne 9.1 “out of the box”
 software is installed and the developers are working on adding in the “State of Nebraska” code
 changes (functionality).  The functional team has started testing the changes using the menus to
 ensure everything will be tested.
 
 
Improved look & feel but same functionality
With the upgrade you will be able to work more efficiently with these new features:
 

·         Simplified Navigation
·         Right click your mouse in the grid row and get to your Row/Form menus without having to

 go to the top of the screen
·         Columns in a grid you can have excel like functionality!

o   Freeze and Unfreeze – scroll to the right of frozen columns
o   Hide and Unhide
o   Adjust column width on the fly
o   Drag and Drop fields just how you like
o   Hyperlinks embedded in records to drilldown to detail level

 
 
Best Regards,
Lacey

 
Lacey H. Pentland
Business Technology Support & Controls
State Capitol, Rm. 1304; Lincoln NE 68508
Phone: 402.471.1462
http://www.das.state.ne.us/accounting/
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